UNCLE FUNKY'S
Fabulous Flying BBQ Circus
Primary Genre: Alternative
Secondary Genre: Funk
Contact: Juan Richardson
Email: juan.richardson@sbcglobal.net
Website: www.myspace.com/unclefunky

UNCLE FUNKY'S FABULOUS FLYING BBQ CIRCUS is a unique blend of Alternative / Metal against a
backdrop of down right / four on the floor / bass & drum heavy FUNK. As a product of the Oakland /
Bay Area music scene, the group, lead by ringmaster, UNCLE FUNKY, has been etching out a cross
genre sound with character driven stage performances.

Artist Information
Instrumentation
UNCLE FUNKY - Lead Vocals / Guitar
DRAGGING BALLS "Z" - Vocals / Drums
LUSCIOUS "C" - Vocals
DESCIPLE - Bass
PUFF DUFFEY - Guitar
BRUTHA UGLY FINGERS - Keyboards

Biography
"I want my Funk, I want my Metal", this is the battlecry of Uncle Funky, the alter ego of Juan
Richardson. Mild mannered by day, but raging Funk, Metal Vocalist & Guitar player by night. To bring
his message to the people he would need a little help, so he enlisted the help of childhood friends,
Desciple, and Dragging Balls Z, they would then be known as Uncle Funky & the Fabulous Flying BBQ
Circus.
Uncle Funky's Fabulous Flying BBQ Circus formed in the spring of 2004, the three wanted create a
sound which would in compass all of their influences, from the P-Funk All Stars to David Bowie to Rob
Zombie, Bad Brains, and all the way back to Sly & the Family Stone. They began writing new song's
and bringing back old song's from their teenage band The Strip. Blending Funk, Metal, and a little bit of
Punk Rock, they honed their sound and compiled song's for their first independent release entitled,
Chocolate Booty.
After the writing was finished they took it to the stage, helping them round out the sound live they
enlisted the help of Brutha Ugly Fingers on keyboards, Puff Duffey on guitar, and Luscious "C" on
background vocals. Uncle Funky's Fabulous Flying BBQ Circus's show goes from hilarious - with song's
like Fat Woman, to political with the song My Funky World. If your at a show or listening to the CD
prepare to laugh and to think.
Peace Love & Funk from your Uncle Funky (no relations)
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